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KCSA Strategic Communications is an integrated strategic communications firm specializing in
public relations, investor relations and social media. Working across a number of industries,
including financial and professional services, human capital, life sciences, and technology, we
focus on achieving results and helping companies to enhance their brand image and
awareness in an ever-changing communications and digital world.

KCSA’s “One Voice” strategy provides clients with a consistent brand presentation
across a broad spectrum of media, including both traditional and emerging social
media. Specific expertise includes:
Public Relations
• Brand and reputation management
• Media relations (business / financial,
mainstream / consumer, key industry
trade, local)
• Creative ideas – promotions,
visibility-building – online
and in-person
• Awards programs
• Events and speaking
platforms
Investor Relations
• Strategic comms
planning
• Crisis communications and
management
• Non-deal roadshow planning &
execution through seasoned Capital
Markets team
• Earnings call planning, writing and
management
• Press release drafting and dissemination
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Social Media
• Strategy and platform
mapping, based on audience
and messaging
• Campaign development and
execution
• Blogger relations and
influencer campaigns
• Community management
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Regardless of whether we manage all disciplines for you, we work with your internal and external teams
in all areas to ensure seamless messaging and execution across all communications platforms.
Our Financial and Professional Services Practice: KCSA understands that strong reputation management and executive
visibility programs are essential for financial and professional services firms attempting to rise above the industry buzz and
drone. Whether it is a Fintech outfit in hypergrowth mode or an established consultancy, KCSA has the talent and
experience to deliver results. We have developed integrated strategic communications and capital markets programs –
that is public relations, investor relations, social media, and capital introduction – for clients of all sizes (startups to
multibillion-dollar asset managers and global firms). KCSA has experience working across the entire financial services
ecosystem, including venture capital, private equity, law firms, consultancies, banks, asset managers and financial
advisors, financial groups, and high net worth organizations.

Case Study:
Developing a post-acquisition market leader
Situation
After a significant acquisition, our client needed to create and define a market for cloud treasury and finance
solutions targeting CFOs and Financial Planning & Analysis executives. To do this, KCSA designed a strategic
communications program that would dramatically increase its corporate visibility and brand recognition as the
global leader in cloud treasury and finance solutions. KCSA supplemented its program with executive visibility
components for its Chief Strategy and Chief Client Officers to assist in client acquisition.
Approach
•
•
•
•

KCSA created a comprehensive global communications strategy, emphasizing a strong focus on media relations.
KCSA developed compelling messaging for our client’s stakeholders and manages all major Company initiatives,
milestones, and launches.
Specific to media relations, KCSA developed a top-tier print and broadcast focused strategy, supplemented by
key trade coverage. KCSA has developed substantive journalist relationships for our client and its Chief Strategy
Officer, resulting in sustained consistent coverage in key publications.
KCSA also helped create a quarterly report identifying the impact of currency volatility on multinational
corporations. Included in the report were the most frequently impacted sectors, the most frequently mentioned
currencies on earnings calls, and the total admitted revenue lost due to currency volatility. This report now has a
consistent following by top-tier media.

Results
•
•
•
•
•

KCSA’s holistic media strategy secured outsized media coverage at a level at par with what a publicly-traded
bank might experience.
We have turned our client’s Chief Strategy Officer into a subject matter expert for top-tier, broadcast, and print
publications, significantly boosting his executive visibility and our client’s corporate visibility.
Consistent over multiple years, KCSA has secured 15-20 television appearances for the CSO annually (CNBC,
Bloomberg, and Fox Business Network) as the leading resource for the impact currency moves will have on
multinational corporations.
The CSO is also a source for top-tier print publications, such as the WSJ, on a bi-weekly basis.
Our client’s Currency Impact Report, is now covered by:
• The Wall Street Journal’s CFO Journal on a quarterly basis.
• The Financial Times, Bloomberg, and Reuters on a frequent basis.
• CFO-focused outlets including The Global Treasurer, Treasury & Risk, and Treasury Today on a frequent basis.
• KCSA’s strategic media approach has ultimately boosted our client’s new business efforts.
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